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Kosovatex is a professional Jeans manufacturer and exporter based in Kosovo 
specialized in high quality Jeans and casual wear manufacturing. 

Textile Industry Kosovatex was found in 1952. At that time, the activity of Kosovatex in 
the industry was cotton yarn production. It employed about 228 people and reached the 
productive capacity 2,068t of cotton yarn per year. After over than 30 years of 
successful work and as a result of machinery construction, Kosovatex increased the 
number of workers from 228 to 1700, also the productive capacity increased in 8,500t 
per year. At the very beginning this Enterprise operated with only 20,000 spindles, 
installed for co-ordinate yarn. Although not in use, Kosovatex has 44,000 spindles for 
co-ordinate yarn and about 900 turbines for OE spinners also about 54 weaving looms 
for ensuring a qualitative weave production, "Keper", "Atlas". Kosovatex was rewarded 
several times for its qualitative production and successful business.  

 The Enterprise had worked with a full capacity until 1990. Since 1990 because of the 
market realignment in ex-Yugoslavia, our Enterprise has marked a change. It must be 
pointed out that Kosovatex started decrease in production. Our products were 
positioned in the ex-Yugoslavia market – 60% of production and 40% was exported 
mainly in EU market. After Kosovo War, the Enterprise has started consolidation by 
putting into function its productive capacity in order to reach the regional and 
international markets.  



 On August 31, 2006, The Company Ecolog International in the process of privatization, 
purchased Company "Kosovatex" with special spin-off.  

 In 2010, a significant investment was made in Kosovatex by building a denim 
manufacturing facility. Today, with top-of-the-line technology and a skilled staff, 
KOSOVATEX is emerging as leader in the apparel industry in the region. 

 

 

 

 



 

 


